
Motives for Language Change

This specially commissioned volume considers the processes involved in lan-
guage change and the issues of how they can be modelled and studied. The
way languages change offers an insight into the nature of language itself,
its internal organisation, and how it is acquired and used. Accordingly, the
phenomenon of language change has been approached from a variety of per-
spectives by linguists of many different orientations. This book brings together
an international team of leading figures from different areas of linguistics to
re-examine some of the central issues in this field and also to discuss new
proposals. The volume is arranged in six parts, focusing on the phenomenon
of language change, linguistic models, grammaticalisation, the social context,
contact-based explanations and the typological perspective. It seeks to cover
the subject as a whole, bearing in mind its relevance for the general analysis
of language, and will appeal to a broad international readership.

raymond hickey is Professor of Linguistics at the Department of English,
Essen University, Germany. His main research interests are computer corpus
processing, extraterritorial varieties of English (especially Irish English) and
general questions of language change. In the first area he has published ex-
tensively and in the latter his most recent publications are A source book for
Irish English (2002), and Collecting views on language change (special issue
of Language Sciences, 2002).
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one generation to the next.

peter matthews is Emeritus Professor of Linguistics at the University
of Cambridge, England. His work on Latin and his synthetical work on
morphology and syntax along with his assessments of modern grammatical
theory have given him an international reputation. He is also concerned with
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april mcmahon is Professor of Linguistics at the University of Sheffield.
She has produced acclaimed synthetical work on language change and con-
tributed original research in the field of phonology, especially within the
framework of lexical phonology.

james milroy is Emeritus Professor of English Language at the University
of Sheffield. The pioneering work on social networks which he carried out in
Belfast (with Lesley Milroy) established his reputation as one of the foremost
sociolinguists today. Of recent years he has been concerned with language
variation and change and with concealed notions of standardness in language.

frederick j. newmeyer is Professsor of Linguistics at the University
of Washington, Seattle. He is known for his acclaimed surveys of linguistics
and linguistic theory, especially the development of generative grammar over
the past few decades. He has also written assessments of different basic
approaches to language analysis.

malcolm ross is Professor of Linguistics at the Australian National Uni-
versity, Canberra. He has devoted his linguistic research time to investigating
languages in the south-west Pacific and has specialised in language contact
as a factor in change.

joseph c. salmons is Professor of Linguistics at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. He is known for original research into changes in early
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